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SONS AND SERVANTS 

 
THE EMBODIMENT OF GOD 

 
 
Let worshipers arise..let the sons and daughters sing…I'm surrendering my all...I 
surrendered to the King….Let the worshipers arise let the sons and daughters 
sing by surrendering my all…my all…I surrender to the King…my King 

 
ASK AND IT SHALL BE GIVEN 

 
(Holds up a bible) it comes in red and gray too…Comes in just any…any color you 
want to….you know. But black and white is often referred to when you only 
know… when you only know of words and law and rules and regulations…you use 
the words: “Black and White”…well…put it in black and white for me”…but life is 
not black and white…it just isn't…life is multi faceted multicolored…And there's 
just really. There's really no way for you to find your way….yes you can…Yes you 
can find your way...But you have to get stuck to find out that you can't find your 
way…And the most wonderful thing that needs to happen to you .. Is to get stuck 
in your life someplace…that's not what you want…Get stuck in a relationship get 
stuck in a financial bondage get stuck in some kind of limitation….To know to 
reach beyond yourself…To be able to find the humility to ask…Have you ever 
read the scripture…”Ask?”…what does it say?…And it shall be given to you… 
Some of us are too prone to ask because we’re looking for  someone else to do 
for us... 
 



 
PHYSICAL REALITY IS VIBRATION 

CHANGES OF STATE 
THREE STATES OF MATTER 

 
 
WATER VAPOR (A GAS) 
H2O 
 
212 Fahrenheit………………………………………………………..boundary 
 
 
 

WATER AS A LIQUID 
H2O 
 
 
32 FAHRENHEIT…………………………………………………………boundary 
 
 
 
WATER AS ICE (SOLID) 
 
 
 
There is no simple way to describe the thing…if you have been to school lately… 
Draws on the whiteboard: ice, water, steam…These are called the three states of 
matter...What grade level do you get this in?…grade 10?...grade 9?…Grade 
11?....whatever...Early on towards your GED right? Well what changes from one 
to the other?...what’s different from here to here to here? (points to the three 
states)…the same stuff...here…this is really H2O steam up here and this is really 
H2O here this is really H2O…it's a solid…Solid…Liquid and Gas three states of 
matter but they are all the same substance….Well… What changes? Temperature 
…yes…temperature…right and temperature is controlled by?...It's all about 
molecules right?...little tiny things and they are doing what?….Vibrating….There 
you go vibrating…Vibrating like this moves his hand back and forth …Like this (up 
and down)…and there is definite borders here… 



… This one occurs at 32°Fahrenheit ( points to the freezing point between ice and 
water) and this one occurs at 100°C…boiling point)…switched scales on me here… 
what is it?...212 most places…You get a little higher in elevation…a little less or a 
little...All right…so those are the…this is all having to do with H2O right?…And 
there is a distinct frequency here…or distinct…oh I gave the word away…it is 
frequency…it is frequency…there is the word…now frequency usually means how 
often something occurs…like frequently for infrequently how often something 
occurs in a certain space of time…so its measured in (writes on white board) 
cycles per second…CPS …vibration frequency…so the difference here is 
frequency…  
 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE WORLDS IS FREQUENCY 
 
Well…now let’s talk spiritually…I'm only going to talk about two levels because I 
don't know anymore…I've been dumbed down…I used to be really smart…in fact 
I was really brilliant…I was bright…I was glorious…I was wonderful and somebody 
sent me down here and I got downright dumb…We're all a little bit…Mostly 
dumb…And there is some of us think we're smarter than others really…relatively 
speaking…we’re dumb…but we are not stupid…Oh well…we have been stupid 
…stupid is as stupid does…I probably have a little stupidity…Yes…I do…but I am 
finally discovering that  I'm not dumb because I did anything wrong or because 
there's anything wrong with me…being dumb isn't bad…it’s thinking that you’re 
dumb because there’s something wrong with you…dumb is A-Okay because it's 
all relative anyway there's always somebody with a higher IQ or lower IQ and if 
you just surround yourself with people who are…all have lesser IQ or greater IQ 
then you or  whatever…it’s relative…There you go so…I'm only going to concern 
myself with two levels here and  here is the physical… (draws a line separating 
two planes) And here is what we call the nonphysical…we call it nonphysical 
because we don’t really  know what it is…Or because it's spiritual…but…really 
this is spiritual (pointing to the physical)….So I don't know what do we call 
this?…where David is…he’s not really gone…(David recently passed) we just can't 
feel him anymore like we used to…he’s not gone is he Shirley?...David’s still…still 
alive…still loving you…Still helping you with your children… Still praying for you 
and with you… And he knows a few things now that he didn't know before… And 
he's helping you…all right so…What do we want to call this…Unseen…Oh I like 
that…that’s good…thank you… or non-physical…(writes NP)…unseen… All right so 
now what is the difference between this and this…vibration?...Yes thank 



you…Thank you wow!...that became quite the  mess in here…well..that’s what all 
that was for…it's all about frequency…It's the same stuff…I promise you…I didn't 
ever believe that…I thought that once you left the physical plane that there 
wasn't anything physical…there weren’t atoms and molecules…That's not true 
anymore… Well…I can't hundred percent guarantee that this is true but…But It is 
my deep profound persuasion that the being…the stuff I'm made up of now is the 
same stuff my etheric body is made of…Or my light body…Or any body…You've 
got to have a body…You've got to have a body here to be in (points to the 
physical plane) and it's flesh and bone and blood right?...flesh and bone and 
blood…right?... and here you've got to have a body (points to the unseen plane)… 
and it's made of the same stuff…and it's all made of the same stuff and we’ll just 
call it LIGHT…This body is made of light too (the physical)…even though…its 
frequency see...vibrations…frequency… Now once  you know that…then it's not 
so hard to think that we went to be with your mom (addresses Garrit…Deborah’s 
son…Deborah was ministered to earlier in the meeting) we went…we went we 
were connected with your mother…for a brief moment…true…but…it's not hard 
to believe that we were momentarily connected…For a brief moment in time… 
Right…because the worlds are frequency…And once you release yourself from 
the thought that you are physical and that you're bound to what you can see 
touch taste and smell and if you can't touch taste and smell and feel it it's not 
real…once you are released from that thought…then you can go…you can go… 
anywhere…You go...you truly truly go…all right?.. Well…well that was that was all 
about today…but here is something…  

 
THE TEACHER IS WITHIN 

 
All right I need to do this slowly and carefully as I know how…and I would like to 
keep you with me…isn’t that important Ms. Teacher? (asks Eva who teaches 
college) If the students aren't with you…what if you got? Well I'm not….now I’m 
not…I'm not pretending to be your teacher…I am not…I really am not there 
somebody inside of you teaching you all the time but I think I can stir him up a 
little…I can maybe stir him up a little…maybe I can serve you by stirring up the 
teacher inside of you because the teacher can't teach if you don't ask…he has a 
limit…The teacher inside of you and this is what I would like to do with Garrett 
…this morning…and Garrett please don't be offended…but this is a Bible…Have 
you got one? At home?...then I don’t need to give you this…I invite you to just for 
one week…open it every morning but before you open it say: “God lead me to a 



scripture”… And then just open it…and just read…but I should do it with you…if 
I’m asking you to do it…I should do it…if you should one week…I'll try to do it one 
week …remind me…now if you don't like this Bible… you can pick any book you 
want to…well maybe there are some books that really would not work…like a 
dictionary…but it’s really…in a sense…it’s not about the book because it's about 
the teacher inside of you and he can come anyway he wants to… 
 

RITUALS MUST SERVE YOU 
 
 He’ll wake up in the morning and say: “ God touch me today in a way I've never 
been touched before.”...and say that for a morning…every day…every morning 
for a whole week…what is it?... it's a little routine to help us in the right direction 
…to know…rituals only help you if you know that you’re greater than the ritual. If 
you think you serve the ritual…make the cross…have a cross around your neck… 
genuflex…read the Bible…I mean any number of rituals…if you don’t…unless you 
know they serve you they don't really…they don’t really…really help…so…all right 
…all right…I'm going to try not to…fall down on the job…I’m not going to… 
…that’s enough now for today?.... 

 
THE PARABLE OF THE SON AND THE SERVANTS 

 
All right…okay…I see I'm not going to get very far today but I'm going to get 
started and then we'll finish it next week but I want to talk about my most 
favorite subject…right here it is in Luke chapter 20…I've read this chapter often 
enough that I shouldn't have to read it again…you remember…and it came to 
pass on one of those days as he talked to the people in the Temple and preached 
the gospel…the chief priests and scribes came upon him with the elders…Has 
that happened to you?...the chief priests and the scribes came upon you with the 
elders?....sometimes they come with a little cherry like light…sometimes it comes 
with a: “I sentence you”… sometimes it comes: “You're going to go to hell”… they 
can come in many ways…but… what I want to know today about this Scripture… 
they said to him: ”Jesus we want to know by what authority you to do these 
things.”…and of course they were concerned about people listening to him…they 
were jealous…they wanted the people to be looking towards them…they wanted 
to maintain their control and they wanted to challenge him hopefully he’d say 
something that would turn people away from him but instead he turned the boat 
on them big time…remember the story?...He says:…“well I'll tell you but you have 



to answer a question first: the baptism of John wasn't of men are was it from 
God?”...and they…they were political about this…well… they said…we want our 
ratings to go up here we don't want to.. We want to be here for the next 
election…I mean…they said…”if  we say that it was from God …he’s going to 
say…well…why did you not listen to him?...if we say it was from men the people 
will stone us because they loved John the Baptist…we’re…what’s the word?...     
we’re…skewered…we’re skewered… we’re done… we’ve had it… all right…” we 
don't know”…they said to Jesus: …”we can’t answer the question”… and he said 
well… then I guess I don't need to answer your question either do I?... and the 
people just loved it…oh man!...they…whoah…they loved to see him put down 
those Pharisees…because they…they pretended to sit in the power of God but 
they never served anyone…they never helped anyone….they were never 
compassionate for anyone…and we’ll get to that a little bit late ….that's what the 
subject of this parable is about and so then Jesus turned around and he said now 
here is a parable for you and of course the parable answers the question: “By 
what authority do I do these things”… the parable answers the question… 
 

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE ENERGIES 
 
Now what I want you to remember when you read this…if you read this…there 
are personalities involved just like there’s in your life…there’s a husband…there’s 
a wife…there’s a friend…or there’s a no-husband…a no-wife or a no-friend… 
there's people…personages…circumstances in your life to help you react and 
relate to but in this story there’s personalities…there’s scribes …Pharisees there's 
Jesus…there’s the  disciples and there’s the people…those are the dynamics but 
the parable really isn't about those people the parable is about the energies they 
hold…it really isn't about a husband or no-husband…it’s about the energy it holds 
so if you can have a hole in the wall and draw a heart around it and say: “ love 
doesn't do that”…you’ve touched the energy…you’ve gone beyond the 
person…and you've touched the energy and that is what the whole physical 
creation is about…it's a manifestation of different energies so the energies can 
be seen…it gets really really real when somebody says: “I hate you”…that's one 
thing but when they take a knife and they stab you in your heart then you know 
that they hate you…I mean there's no doubt left in your mind that they hate 
you…so the physical...all it does…you need to know this…because it is your 
perception of the physical world that either allows it to serve you or control 
you… it's not the world itself that's evil…it's not what people do that's evil…it's 



not about rapists murderers…lovers…and…actresses and actors…it's about 
energy and it's about your perception of it…how  you see it…right Jimmy?... 
yeah…yeah…Jimmy can keep you on your seat for hours telling you stories and if 
it's only stories about people and you never learn  then there's always more 
people and more stories but if you learn to see that these people are all energies 
for you to do something with…For you to respond to or not respond to…For you 
to understand…for you to know for you to grow…for you to know for you to 
grow…Then you have started a different path…Salvation has come to your 
house…  
 

THERE IS AN AWKENING TO WHO WE ARE 
 
And when you say Jesus saves…what he really does when he comes into your life 
he helps you switch from being earth and gravitationally bound to circumstances 
people and substance and realize that you are in an energy flow and you can flow 
with him into greater worlds into greater understandings so here it is…in this 
parable there are two key words and you see it's easy for me to get side 
tracked…have you noticed that?...but it’s a wonderful little side tracks…all right… 
he began to speak to the people:…a certain man planted a vineyard and lent it 
forth to husband-men and went away into a far country for a long time… And 
every time I read this I am more and more fascinated by it because we have 
energies…a certain man planted a vineyard…what is that energy?...that's 
something in hope and longing and anticipation performing an act for some 
other desired result…I see energy for that…right?...and he  lent it forth to 
husbandman… it was something that happened in time and in space …an energy 
came with an intent and a purpose and in order to accomplish it’s purpose…it 
lent its purpose and made it subject to certain other energies…called servants… 
husbandman then he went into a far country for a long time a far country is 
space a long time is time…he left  space-time…in other words…it's talking about 
what God's intent and purpose is for space-time for the physical world… for 
creating all the levels…not just the physical…but all those levels that are made 
of…made of light…there is a  great divine intent and purpose and Jesus is dealing 
with that cosmic…and beyond cosmic…purpose in a simple little parable told to 
people on a hillside and to his twelve disciples and it's got locked  into this 
parable and we have never seen it for 2000 years and why we are seeing it 
today?...because there is an awakening in our hearts…we are realizing we are not 
just physical…it's not just about us getting saved and going to heaven…and it's 



not even about having a happy happy life…I prefer  happy life to a  miserable one 
…go for it…have a happy one…make the right choices…all right?...have a happy 
one…yes…and a lot of it depends upon the choices you make…but sometimes 
God needs you to go down a deep dark hole because he wants to show you 
something and the only place that you can see it is in a deep dark hole so don't 
condemn yourself because you been in a dark hole or if you are in a dark hole 
…once you realize that you are pure divine energy from God…God only loves you 
…God only does good in you then wherever you are is the place that you're 
supposed to be in…you start opening your heart and you ask God:…“let me know 
…let me see…and let me understand”…all right…it all depends on attitude…the 
whole thing is about your attitude…and when your attitude finally begins to 
agree with this…  
 

VICTORIOUS: OPENING YOUR HEART TO PURPOSE 
 
now listen to the parable…two things…he sent servants…And it did not go really 
good with these servants…they ended up wanting the harvest for themselves 
…not a good deal…so he sent some other servants and they killed…the first 
servants killed the servants…he sent…well that didn't go so good …finally he said: 
“well…I'm going to send my son…him they will revere.”…God's a little confused 
here isn’t he?...they did not revere him…they killed him just the same…right?... 
and Jesus is talking about himself in this parable and the authority that he came 
for…and he came to act out a part…he knew they were going to kill him…he 
knew it…he came for that purpose…he came to reveal the energies…he had to 
play his part…you're not victorious because you decide on a goal and then you 
accomplish it…you become victorious when your heart opens to your purpose 
and you can fully walk in it…how beautiful is that… and he gives us this model 
…right?...so when you ended up on your butt or worse than that…ended up in a 
hole that you could not get out of…it isn't necessarily because you’ve got to be 
exactly where he ended up…he ended up strung out on a tree nailed and 
crucified and scourged….because he obeyed God…because he found his place in 
eternal purpose… right?... so release yourself today if you've not released 
yourself yet…release yourself…all right… and then the husbandmen saw him they 
reasoned among themselves this is the heir…Wow…they've got something 
right!...this is the heir…so there's two kinds of beings in this parable…two kinds of 
beings…there’s the HEIR…who can inherit…and there’s SERVANTS… 
 



HEIR= SON 
SERVANT=MESSENGERS 

or ANGELS 
 
and traditionally we've called this one the Son right?...and this one we've called 
Angels or messengers and they are two energies…they are two energies…here’s 
what…here is what the New Testament has to say about these energies the Son 
energy and the Servant energy…and in Galatians chapter 4 it says: “now I say”… 
this is something you’ve probably heard before…”now I say…that the Heir as long 
as he is a child…right? This Heir (points to the word “Son”) if he’s a child then he's 
over here (points to the servants, the angels)…and what’s the difference between 
a child and a mature individual?...what’s the difference?...what’s the difference 
between maturity and childishness…what’s the difference?...understanding…is 
the difference…and understanding comes through experience…in this world all 
right…but not just experience…experience that you are willing to own and willing 
to be changed by…you can have all kinds of experience but it won't do you any 
good if it doesn't leave you changed…not really willing to admit that…not willing 
to open up the bible once in a while and say: “Okay God…talk to me”…all right 
let’s say the newspaper or whatever…just you know…let me put the bible in 
perspective folks…this Bible is…is the oldest book on the planet…it is….and it's 
the only book on the planet that claims divine inspiration for itself with 
substantial reason to prove that it's so…the Bible is really different than any 
other book …well …there’s lots of wonderful…lots of wonderful things  being said 
about the  Bhagavad-Gita… I want to read it…I have read a little of it…I want to 
read more of it…I want to read the Koran…I want to read the Man and the Sea… 
the old Man and the Sea…Shakespeare…all the world is but a stage and we… 
excellent players that don't just strut and fret an hour on the stage and then are 
heard no more…but victoriously overcome in all the circumstances that come our 
way…that is the edited version of William Shakespeare…well I felt that way too… 
I felt that we are just poor players that strut and fret  an hour and then are heard 
no more…yeah I felt that way…I'm not trying to change what he said… everything 
has to be said and all your feelings have to be said but it's about feeling and it's 
about energy and its about owning feeling and owning energy as we go along…so 
…“the child as long as he is a child …the heir…differeth nothing from a servant 
though he be Lord of all”…now these are energies that can flow in you…you don’t 
have to be Jesus…for this…you don’t have to be a Pharisee for this…but you can 
act both of them out…these same energies can be in you…the energy of the Son 



can dominate your life and you can truly be the Son of the ever living God…and 
live in full son-ship in your life but only if you allow understanding to come by the 
spirit…only if you want to live…let me say a couple more quick things because 
this is such wonderful subject…really really more like a week and I don’t know if a 
week would do it…Hebrews the first and the second chapters…the whole of the 
first chapter of the whole book of Hebrews is about two things…let me read you 
one verse so you know…”God who at sundry times and in diverse manners spake 
in times past unto  the Fathers, by he prophets has in these last days spoken unto 
us”…by a different energy…it's not just about a different individual…by a 
different energy…came on the scene…a different energy came on the planet and 
he was the first to bring that energy…right?…“by whom also he made the 
worlds”…well there’s an energy for you… you don't think that the embodiment of 
Jesus made the worlds… no…it was a divine energy that created the worlds… 
divine intelligence that was embodied…to be known by…to be understood…in 
Zachariah Horton  Patterson …Curtis…get it right… Zachariah Curtis Patterson the 
first…the only…the only…you're the only…you’re the only embodiment of this 
certain energy that has come in your form…Jesus was the first linearly…there had 
never anybody on the planet that exhibited that energy…but he was not the 
last…there is you…you are the embodiment of that energy if you will allow it to 
be…it's not just automatic right?... how wonderful is that!...Now… he spends the 
whole chapter…and I will just abbreviate it for you…to define the difference 
between the Angels who are ministering servants!... hello?...have you appealed 
to any angels?…have any angels come around to you?...beings….psychic beings… 
from the other side…bringing you intelligence…and love and light?...they are 
ministering servants …they are wonderful …and you can get at them sometimes 
with tarot cards…there's different ways…a crystal ball or whatever…there’s are 
different ways of connecting with the non-physical plane and it's all good… it's all 
wonderful…right?...absolutely…it is good…it is good…but…let me add to that… 
not “but” in the sense of diminishing it in any way or taking from… 
 
 

YOU CAME FOR THE SON ENERGY 
 
Listen to this… are they not all ministering spirits send forth to minister for them 
who should be HEIRS…who should be heirs of salvation…or…simply…HEIRS. 
Now…”for the word”…chapter 2…”For if the words spoken by Angels was 
steadfast…you know what that's referring to?... “the words spoken by Angels was 



steadfast?”…Let me read it a little more so you can catch it…”and every 
transgression and disobedience received a just recompense of reward”… now do 
you know ?...what it is?...what it’s talking about?...the word spoken by Angels is 
the law…the dispensation of the Old Testament was spoken by Angels and 
administered by Angels…that's why we have so hard time trying to understand 
what happened in the Old Testament…killings and murder…all that stuff just 
doesn't add up to us because we forget to realize that we are not living in the 
days of the Old Testament!...why?... it’s a new day has come…you're not asked 
to take on the energy of Angels…now there's nothing wrong with energy of 
Angels…we do take it some on from time to time…it’s part of our life…but you 
did not come to take on the energy of Angels…at least I did not come…speak for 
myself…I did not come to live by that energy… 
 

TWO KINDS OF SERVANTS 
 
Moses was faithful…I’m going to say this and then I am done…Moses was faithful 
in all God’s house as a servant…Moses was faithful...that's the Old Testament 
…and servants…there's two kinds of servants…there are those that usurp 
authority and take from God…and there are those that come and serve 
God…right? Moses was one was faithful in all God's house like a servant but at 
the very very best he could be only a servant that's what the whole of these two 
chapters are about and when Jesus came he had to push Moses aside not 
because Moses had anything wrong with him but because the people believed 
that Moses was the be-all and end-all of God and are still worshiping Moses…the 
whole culture still worships Moses… and they must…absolutely…although some 
of them do have profound insight…are wonderful beings to get to know…all the 
Cabbalists and the students of the Torah…some wonderful wonderful things…I 
don't have anything against that…in fact I don’t know if there is too much that I 
have anything against…really… the truth is I am FOR a lot of things… 
 

MISSION OF THE SON 
 
Now this one who comes in the second chapter...this one brings a different 
energy…it’s the energy of that eternal son: “but we see Jesus...you have put  all 
things subject him under his feet”… “who is”…second chapter of Hebrews 
now…”who is human kind” “who is anthropos”…” who is the Son of Man “…”who 
is man’…that you brought him to this planet that you brought him…lowered 



him…into incarnate form…that you surrounded him with Angels and with 
administrations and with powers…” who is this man?”…well  they could not 
understand who man is…”but we see Jesus”…so we can go to heaven after we 
die?...so we can live holier lives?…so  we can have another great teacher on the 
planet?…No!...”but we see Jesus”…to help us understand something that can’t be 
understand with words…that can't be explained with words…it has to be 
demonstrated in a body a man had to come in a physical body and show you that 
you are more than human and when you look at him…allow yourself to see 
him…the profound revelation can get into your cellular structure and you help to 
release you…disconnect you…from victimization to the gravitational bondage 
that you have to your material consciousness… and guess what…he's the only 
way to do that!...not because he as a person is so special but  because that’s 
what he came for …He’s the first to bring that energy to the planet…that energy 
that needs to rule my life…that needs my…needs my embodiment for its 
fulfillment…it’s completion …it longs for its completion on the planet…it longs for 
those that will awaken out of the dust who will open their heart mind who will 
truly inherit their sonship in God…not so they can just they can empty a 
hospitals…not so did you can just be great and save everybody…no…the sonship 
that allows God to come in a physical body is with you and that does not need 
any special ability… you don't have to be a superhero Kirby …you don't have to 
be a special guru of any kind…you just have to open your heart and allow the 
awareness of God…know that you can get up in the morning and God can talk to 
you that day and go to school and God can meet you In some Way, God can say 
something to you…God can awaken in you because you carry his presence all the 
time that is the great longing for creation…creation does not long to see 
superheroes…creation wants to see divine embodiment it wants to see a house 
filled with God…filled with the presence…filled with longing and understanding of 
God’s heart and God's being… 
 

 
THE SON KNOWS THE FATHER’S HEART 

 
 The difference between a son and a servant is this one (points to the son) knows 
God's heart…How are you going to know God's heart? You’re going to have to 
suffer a few things …you’re going to have to lose a child…have to lose a parent… 
the children are going to have to go…seems like they’ve gone…to hell in a basket 
…you have to part from your stuff…you can't know God by reading him about 



him in a book…it ain’t gonna happen… but I still want you to hear it…I want to do 
it…all right…yes…and you know why you can do this?...Bethany?...you know why 
you can do but I'm talking about…because that that you are in its very simplest 
energy…at the very bottom…in its very rarest bottom line form…is God himself 
…that's what you are…you're not something separate from him trying to find 
him…you're not something that's supposed to become like him…you're not!                     
…you are already what he is…you've already always been his rare rare substance 
going through different levels and frequencies of vibration…you've come a long 
way down …you've hit bottom… and you're about to go back up…in fact you are 
going back up…we’ve hit bottom folks…if you don't think we've hit 
bottom…we’ve hit bottom, I know it…I know that we have…this nation’s going to 
hit bottom too…but it’s not going to stay there…I make you a promise this nation 
will fulfill it's destiny…I don't know how it's going to do that I don't know what 
will have to walk through as a nation but I’ll tell you what…if you if you're not 
willing to walk through your life how are you going to save the nation…how can 
you save this nation if you're not willing to be who you are and open your heart 
to God …you don't have to make any changes in your life…you don't have to get 
thinner or fatter or smarter or dumber or you can make the list…you may think 
I'm talking about one of you…open my eyes too much and look at you…whatever 
change you're going through…we’re all going to through some sort of 
change…aren’t you?...and that change has been given so we can learn…that it's 
not about you making the changes…it’s about you knowing who you are and then 
the change will come to you!...all right…now let me say a quick song and all quit… 
that's enough for one day is it not?...I’ve got a little song I want to sing to you… 
 
Well I've got happiness 
I've got peace of mind 
I've got joy of living 
And it’s so sublime 
I've got real content that happy living in accord 
I've got happiness all the time wonderful piece of mind 
for I knows the Lord 
 
My darkness passed away 
my light has come to stay 
my joy is always with me 
and I feel so free 



I am totally connected to my great eternal self 
I've got happiness all the time 
wonderful piece of mind 
for I know who I am 
 
Yeah…I know…I changed it…”for I know who I am”…that's the emphasis I'm 
finishing on right?...it’s not  knowing what you can or can’t do…it’s knowing that 
you are the divine substance in form and putting your confidence in that… 
 
My darkness passed away 
my light has come to stay 
my joy is always with me 
and I feel so free 
I am totally connected 
to my great eternal self 
I've got real contentment 
happy living in accord 
I've got happiness all the time 
wonderful piece of mind 
for I know who I am!!! 
 
Thank you… you are a wonderful audience. 
 
Let the worshippers arise…..End 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOR DEBORAH 
 
 

Yeah my daughter,…Yeah Nothing shall hinder my purpose in 
thee as thee in the earth…Yeah my Deborah the Warrior…I call 
unto thee…I call unto thee…My Deborah…My Deborah…My 
Deborah…I have not forgotten thee…Nothing shall have thine 
energy except for me and my purpose…Nothing shall 
hinder…we stand with thee…we stand with thee Deborah. 
…Halleluyah…Halleluyah… Let worshipers arise..let the sons 
and daughters sing… I'm surrendering my all …..I surrendered 
to the King…. Let the worshipers arise let the sons and 



daughters sing by surrendering my all…my all… I surrender to 
the King…my King 
 


